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1. INTRODUCTION: BASQUE AND CASTILIAN AS CO-OFFICIAL LANGUAGES AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE WORK OF NOTARIES

The introduction of the different territorial languages of Spain other than Castilian as co-official languages has given rise to their use in law and consequently to the need to renew the terminology of those languages so that they can be used not only in the formal legal order but also in legal practice.

Within the different aspects of the practice of the law affected by the existence of co-official languages, one must highlight the tasks carried out by notaries on a daily basis, which are of great importance from both a legal and linguistic point of view.

The legal basis for the recognition of the Basque language in the case of both the Basque Autonomous Community and Navarre can be found in various legal provisions, founded initially in Article 3 of the Spanish Constitution of 1978:
1. Castilian is the official language of the State. All Spaniards have the obligation to know and the right to use it.

2. The remaining Spanish languages shall also be official in their respective Autonomous Communities, in accordance with their respective devolution legislation.

Article 3 was implemented in the Basque Autonomous Region’s Devolution Act (Estatuto de Autonomía) 1979, Article 6 of which provides as follows:

1. Basque (Euskera), the language of the Basque people, shall together with Castilian be an official language of the Basque Country (Euskadi) and all of its inhabitants have the right to know and use both languages…

2. No one may be discriminated against on the grounds of language.

This provision was further developed in Law 10/1982 of the 24th November on the normalisation of the use of Euskera. Although no specific mention is made as regards the co-official status of Euskera in the work of notaries, the following is provided:

Article 5

1. All citizens of the Basque Country have the right to know and use the official languages, both orally and in writing.

2. The following fundamental linguistic rights shall be recognized in favour of the citizens of the Basque Country: a) The right to communicate in Euskera or Castilian both orally and/or in writing with the Public Administration or any Organ or Entity based in the Autonomous Region … d) The right to carry out one’s professional, employment and trade union activities in Euskera.

Article 6

1. The right of all citizens to use both Euskera and Castilian in their relations with the Public Administration in the territory of the
Autonomous Region and to be dealt with in the official language of their choice is recognized.

Article 9

1. Petitions in writing and documents presented in Euskera as well as judicial acts shall be fully valid and effective.

As regards the Community of Navarre (Comunidad Foral de Navarra), the constitutional provision has been applied through Article 9 of Ley Orgánica 13/1982 of the 10th August on the reintegration and improvement of the traditional system providing for local privileges in Navarre (Reintegración y Amejoramiento del Régimen Foral de Navarra) which provides as follows:

1. Castilian is the official language of Navarre.

2. Basque shall also be considered official in the Basque-speaking areas of Navarre. A local law shall establish such areas, shall regulate the official use of Basque, and shall provide for teaching of this language within the general legal framework of the State.

Further to the Basque-speaking having been established as indicated above, Local Law (Ley Foral) 18/1986 of the 15th December on the Basque Language (in this case the Castilian term “Vascuence” is used) provides as follows with respect to the Basque-speaking areas:

Article 12

Public documents shall be drafted in the official language chose by the grantor, or, in the case of more than one grantor, in the language chose by them. Persons authorized to publicly certify the valid execution of documents (fedatarios públicos, which would include notaries) shall issue copies or certificates in Castilian or Basque as requested by interested parties and translate originals and documents as required and shall be responsible for same. In any event, documents intended for use outside the Basque-speaking areas shall be issued in Castilian.
2. THE LEGAL TASKS OF NOTARIES: ORGANISATIONAL AND LINGUISTIC CONTEXT IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY AND NAVARRE

The framework for the co-official status of the Basque language with Castilian in the Basque Country and Navarre with respect to the work of notaries must be considered together with provisions relating to the organization of the functions of notaries and their linguistic regulation in both autonomous regions.

These rules on the organization and linguistic regulation of notaries arise in the case of both autonomous regions, both under the Basque Autonomous Region’s Estatuto de Autonomía as well as the Ley de Reintegración y Amejoramiento del Regimen Foral in the case of Navarre, both of which are laws which grant the respective regions powers with respect to the appointment of notaries. More specifically, the relevant provisions are Article 10.22 in the case of the Basque Autonomous Region and Article 52.1 in the case of the Navarre, whether furthermore knowledge of local laws (Derecho Foral de Navarra) is taken into consideration. Nevertheless, in both cases, the organizational provisions of laws of the State apply.

Consequently, the specific and linguistic rules on the activities of notaries must be complemented by Articles 1 and 25 of the statute on notaries (Ley del Notariado) of 1862, which provide as follows:

Article 1

1. The notary is the public civil servant authorized to certify facts (dar fe) in accordance with laws, contracts and other extrajudicial acts. In the entire kingdom, there shall be a singles class of such civil servants …

Article 25

Public documents shall be drafted in Castilian, and shall be clearly written without abbreviations and blank spaces…
These provisions are then expanded in a Decree of the 2nd June 1944 which contains the Rules on the operation of notaries (Reglamento Notarial) and Article 1 of which provides as follows:

1. The body of notaries (el Notariado) shall be made up of all of the notaries of Spain, with identical functions and with the rights and obligations established by laws and regulations. Notaries are both civil servants and practitioners of the law, and the organization of notaries shall be based on this new characteristic. As civil servants, they certify the veracity of acts, a task with consists of and protects two separate elements: A) As regards facts, their precise content as seen, heard or perceived personally by the notary. B) As regards the law, the authenticity and proof of declarations of will expressed by the parties in public documents drafted in accordance with the law. As legal practitioners, their task is to advise those who seek their expertise and recommend the legal instruments best suited for achieving their legal objectives. …

This dual characteristic of being both a civil servant and legal practitioner which is peculiar notaries is also present in the new linguistic provisions on public documents in article 149 of the Rules as provided in Royal Decree 45/2007 of the 19th January:

Public documents shall be drafted in the official language of the place where they are executed agreed by the grantors. In the event that the grantors do not agree to the use of only one of the official languages, the public documents must be drafted in the official languages which exist. Copies of the document shall be issued in the official language requested by the person requiring same.

This new system of linguistic rules is debtor of the system already referred to with respect to the Basque Country and Navarre and highlights an important initial characteristic for this paper, given that once the use by notaries of the Basque language in both autonomous regions has been guaranteed, one may then consider the terminological needs which arise from such use of the language by notaries.
One must also refer to two characteristics which derive not just from the fact that there are two official languages, but also because of the application of civil law in the Basque Country and Navarre, given that in both regions, specific local systems of civil law exist. In Castilian they are referred to as “derechos civiles forales”, and they have their own linguistic rules, in addition to those specifically provided for in Article 684 of the Spanish Civil Code with respect to wills executed before a notary:

When the testator expresses his will in a language which the notary does not understand, the presence of interpreter is required, to be chosen by the testator, and who shall translate the testamentary disposition to the official language of the place applicable to the notary. The document shall be drafted in both languages and indicating which was used by the testator. Open wills and documented closed ones shall be drafted in the foreign language expressed by the testator and in the official one used by the notary, even when the notary knows the foreign one.

Local civil law in the Basque Country, established by law 3/1992 of the 1st July, provides as follows:

Article 15

Acts and contracts regulated by this legislation may be formalized in the Basque language. Save as provided in linguistic legislation for the time being in force, when such a documents is executed before a notary who does not know Basque, an interpreter chosen by the grantor shall intervene in order to translate the document to Castilian, and the document shall be drafted in both languages, as provided in the Reglamento Notarial (the rules on the operation of notaries).

To end, Law 192 on the Compilation of Local Civil Law or Fuero Nuevo in Navarre from 1973 provides as follows:

The people of Navarre may make their wills in the Basque language. If the will is made before a notary who does not understand Basque, the presence of two interpreters chose by the testator is required, and
they shall translate his wishes to Castilian. The will shall be drafted in both languages, as provided in the Reglamento Notarial.

We are therefore in a position to characterize the work of the notary from his role as a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator with needs of a terminological nature resulting from the fact that his function is both that of a civil servant and a professional adviser. The characteristic of this role are therefore as follows:

1. The notary is a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator as he has legal training and his task socialises his legal knowledge through his relationship with his clients as a professional legal adviser, as defined in Article 1 of the Reglamento Notarial, with a view to advising them on the legal means available to best achieve their lawful objectives.

2. The notary is a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator as he formalizes the wishes of his clients in a series of documents which are of a public nature and so are irrefutable proof of their contents by virtue of the fact that the notary is a civil servant.

3. The notary is a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator as he is obliged to use a series of linguistic and legal resources to which he has recourse as a result of his knowledge of the law are more specifically of the branches of the law in which he specializes, such as civil and commercial law, in addition to taxation and other related disciplines, such as the law applicable to notaries. Consequently, he is a first-rate legal practitioner in the sphere of private law.

4.-The notary, in autonomous communities with co-official languages, is a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator as he uses both languages and furthermore does so in carrying out functions of a legal nature, including the use of a language in the formal drafting public deeds as well as in less formal tasks, such as dealing with his clients orally or in writing, in the official language requested by the client.
5. The notary, in autonomous communities with co-official languages, is furthermore a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator, and agent for regulating and normalizing the use of the co-official languages other than Castilian, as he uses specialised legal terminology\(^1\) and specific legal language\(^2\) of his own both in Castilian and in the other co-official language. In the case of the Basque Country and Navarre, he uses Castilian, the language which is consolidated in the work of notaries, and Basque, a language in the past not used by notaries and which consequently required terminology and legal language suited to the work of notaries.

To conclude, in the case of the Basque Country and Navarre, we can consider the notary a specialist in the field of private law, with a theoretical and practical knowledge of private law both with respect to the Civil Code and specific local private law, applying both on a daily basis in the co-official languages of these regions. As a result of this, he is also a linguistic and legal-cultural mediator by explaining the content of private law to his clients, thus satisfying their legal and linguistic needs.

Another important point which results from the existence of the local civil laws which are particular to the Basque Country and Navarre and different to those in the Spanish legal system is that they have an extensive legal terminology of their own in the Basque language which has made its way into the Castilian drafts of those local laws and which the notary needs to be familiar with and use. It includes words such as *alkar-*

---

\(^1\) IMAZ LEUNDA, M. (2012). “Terminologia euskal itzulpengintzan”. In García Murga, F. y Madariaga Pisano, N. (arg.). Bilbo: Udako Euskal Unibertsitatea. 197: She insists on the idea of the dependence of legal terminology in Basque with that in Castilian and French as the legal and administrative terminology is linked to the legal and political systems of each of the two States, and where applicable, to European Union Law.

\(^2\) ALCARAZ VARÓ, E. (2000). El jurista como traductor y el traductor como jurista. Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra. 15-16: This author highlights the macrostructures of of legal texts and within them their similarity on the basis of the area involved, as well as their communication function, method of discourse and common socio-pragmatic convictions, all of which must be borne in mind by translators of specialist legal texts.
poderoso (reciprocal will), hilburukoa (will made when in fear of dying, ondazilegia (communal land), langa, keleta (easements) and others which make up the focal point of these local laws of the Basque Country and Navarre, and which are of a customary nature have been formed over the centuries and today are still used by the people.

3. THE PROFESSION OF THE NOTARY IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY AND NAVARRE: CHARACTERISTICS

From a professional point of view, notaries from the Basque Country and Navarre can be characterised by the fact that their professional and linguistic training is broadly similar and conditioned by the means of access to the profession existing today at State level, which requires a Degree in Law followed by preparation for the public exams which lead to being awarded a post, during all of which knowledge of the co-official languages is not taken into consideration.

Although it is true that course and exam contents require knowledge of what is strictly legal, that is, knowledge of Spanish Civil Law, both common and local, the same does not occur with respect to knowledge of the Basque language in the case of notaries practising in the Basque Country and Navarre, where such knowledge is minimal, never exceeding 2% or 3%. However, it is true that newer generations entering the profession have greater knowledge of the Basque language and it is hoped that through the introductions of the Basque language in the course programmes of law faculties in the Basque Country and Navarre, the percentage of notaries with knowledge of Basque will increase substantially in the future.

Even without a basic socio-linguistic analysis on the attitudes and uses of the Basque language in the daily work of notaries in the Basque Country and Navarre, it is commonly used in Basque-speaking areas in
making the initial verbal contacts with notaries, although its subsequent use in writing drops to around 3% in the best of cases\textsuperscript{3}.

Furthermore, given the linguistic characteristics of the Basque Country and Navarre, the relationship is usually maintained by employees of the notary’s office who are generally locals and native speakers of Basque who however may not have any specific written training in the language, both in general terms as with respect to specific legal vocabulary.

This situation greatly conditions the use of the Basque language both at written and oral level and in particular with respect to the possibility of being used normally by notaries in the immediate future. However, it is also true slowly but surely, there is an ever-increasing demand for the use of Basque in notarial documents. This is a demand which today is met in the case of the Basque Country through the translation services offered by the Ilustre Colegio Notarial del País Vasco (Faculty of Notaries of the Basque Country) and in the case of Navarre, through the translation services of the Government of Navarre which verifies the quality of translations.

To summarise, with respect to the common use of both Castilian and Basque, the body of notaries in the Basque Country and Navarre uses the Basque language on a very small scale, and shows a lack of preparation for the needs of the use of both languages. However, such needs are not backed by a massive demand for the use of Basque in the work of notaries.

Therefore, this article is based specifically on a bilingual notaries’ practice which uses both languages in the drafting of notarial deeds as well as in the oral and written dealings with its clients, and in which both of the practicing notaries are versed in both oral and written Basque, and half of the staff are also bilingual, some with the ability to draft deeds in both languages. This is therefore an exception to the general rule, and indeed an exception to what the writer indicated above, but nevertheless an exception which allows us to question and meditate on the ter-

\textsuperscript{3} Own statistics.
minological needs of notaries in the Basque Country and Navarre through the daily dealings of a bilingual practice. In so doing, it also allows us to ask questions of the terminological needs of other linguistic and cultural mediators such as translators, interpreters and persons charged with achieving the standardization of both languages, when faced with producing notarial texts and deeds in Basque.

4. TERMINOLOGICAL NEEDS OF A BILINGUAL NOTARIES’ PRACTICE

Given the circumstances already mentioned, it is obvious that the terminological of a bilingual notaries’ practice are determined by various factors. The first is due to the fact that translation and terminological overlap considerably within this area of specialised communication which arise in the work of notaries. It is a specialised communication which involves the drafting of documents in a starting-off language (Castilian) being transformed into another language, Basque. Its typical characteristics are as follows:

a) The topic (Private Law) and its cognitive perspective, which are specific to it, in so far as the subject dealt with is specialised and the resulting text brings together specialised knowledge. This is what happens in the case of documents typically drafted by notaries, such as deeds, wills and minutes.

b) Those intervening are the notary and the persons listening to him. The notary is the specialist, the holder of the knowledge which he pos-

---

4 ENGBERG, J. (2013). “Why Translator are not Lawyers. On Differences and Similarities of Interest and Knowledge”. En ALONSO, I.; BAIJORRI, J y CAMPBELL, H. (eds.) Translating the Law. Theoretical and Methodological Issues. Traducir el Derecho. Cuestiones teóricas y metodológicas. Granada: Editorial Comares. 31: If we start by looking at the description of the act of translating, we observe that it concentrates upon producing texts that convey the same choice of knowledge elements in a target text as those presented in a source text. Thus, the task is, so to speak, one of depicting a previous instance of communication. What a lawyer does is different: the lawyer solves social problems on the basis of legal knowledge. In a previous work… I have suggested to see this difference as one between an architect (=the lawyer) and a portrait painter (= the translator)
sesses because of his training and professional experience, while the information is aimed at persons of differing backgrounds but are basically the notary’s clients or other legal practitioners.

c) The message, which takes the form of a public document or advice given, and the most relevant points of which are its legal and notarial terminology which result in the texts having a denser level of terminology as they become more specialised, and the use of formulas which have become consolidated through their usage.

It is because of this that today an adequate terminology is required which allows us to achieve a specialised translation with a high level of quality and which at the same time achieves a linguistic and legal equality which results in legal certainty. This is a concept which after all arises because of terminological precision as well as legal knowledge as without either it would be impossible for a notary to certify legal facts (in Spanish, dar fe).

Consequently, it is important to bear in mind the legal and linguistic aspects of legal translations as well as the concept of legal certainty which is fundamental when considering a specialised translation from Castilian to Basque in the sphere of the work of notaries.

---


So, the objective is that the notary as a specialist or, when applicable, as a translator, or other linguistic and cultural experts who take part, can achieve a sufficient degree of specialised knowledge in order to satisfy the terminological and linguistic needs, and consequently those required to secure legal certainty, all of which are requirements of the work of the notary, through specialised texts. For this purpose, knowledge is required not only of the law (in this case of Spanish private law as well as of local private laws in the Basque Country and Navarre) but also of both the Basque and Castilian languages.

With respect to the four different levels of implication by the translator with the terminology, there has been progress in the work of notaries in both the Basque Country and Navarre, although the final level of implication has not yet been achieved.

The process can be described diachronically as follows:

1. First level of implication

The notary, as both a legal specialist and translator, or, where applicable, the linguistic and cultural assistant, is faced with the need to translate a specialised term of private or notarial law in Castilian and because of the fact that traditionally such terms have not be translated, does not access to an equivalent in Basque. He turns to general bilingual dictionaries of Castilian and Basque. In 1978, these dictionaries lack of the required specialization to resolve his problems, so, it was necessary for him to make an explanation of the term or, also, reproduce the castilian term in Basque language.

2. Second level of implication

Here, the notary or the linguistic and cultural assistant decides to fill the linguistic vacuum by creating a neologism in Basque.

\[ \text{tándose de transacciones inmobiliarias, lo está, además, en las presunciones de legalidad, exactitud e integridad del contenido de los asientos de “inoponibilidad” y “adquisición a non domino”, y se justifican las llamadas “presunciones legitimadoras” (de existencia y posesión de los derechos inscribibles inscritos).} \]
3. Third level of implication

At this level, we find a notary or a linguistic and cultural assistant who is active in the field of terminology which he gathers from the texts he translates, and organises it into a data base which enables him to provide terminology which is more coherent than at the previous levels. In the case of Basque, the origins of this task were the collaboration of the body of notaries with the Centro de Terminología en Euskera UZEI and the publication of a dictionary of law in Basque (Zuzenbidea Hiztegia, 1985. Annex 1), which is encyclopaedic and terminological in nature is the basis of all subsequent development of legal terminology in Basque, including that used by notaries.

[Annex 1]
Dictionary of Law in Basque, 1985
4. Fourth level of implication

Here, the notary or linguistic and cultural assistant is active in producing texts and in co-operating with various public and private institutions such as UZELI or the Servicio Oficial de Traductores del País Vasco (official translators’ service), Comisión de Terminología del Gobierno Vasco (EU-SKALTERM, the Basque Government’s Committee of Terminology) or the Ilustre Colegio Notarial del País Vasco (Faculty of Notaries in the Basque Country) in editing, through bilingual glossaries, the work he produces, so that it can be used by others. He becomes a systematic terminology and applies a plurilingual terminology. A still embryonic example of this fourth level of implication is the Glosario de términos notariales y de Derecho civil foral del País Vasco (Glossary of Terminology for Notaries and of local civil law in the Basque Country, Annex 2), in which new technology and the bilingual terminology of notaries in relation to general and local civil law in the Basque Country are inter-related.
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESOURCES USED ON A DAILY BASIS BY A BILINGUAL NOTARIES’ PRACTISE

Form the point of view of the terminology involved, today we have at our disposal material which is considerably more advanced than thirty years ago. However, because we’re dealing with a highly specialised area, these materials do not entirely satisfy the terminological needs of a notary’s office.

The materials used are:

1. Orthographical dictionary of Euskaltzaindia (Hiztegi Batua),

This is a now fundamental lexicographic resource with over 43,009 entries and subentries, and is official as given the recognition of the Real Academia de la Lengua Vasca-Euskaltzaindia which edits it. It is therefore a first-rate source for knowing normalised terminology and its areas of specialisation include Zuz. (Law), Admin. (Administration) and Pol. (Politics). The writer believes that approximately 10% of its entries and subentries have legal connotations, including those relating to the specialised areas referred to above. It can be consulted on internet and was brought up to date on November 2013 (Annex 3). Nor should one for-
get the *Diccionario Ortográfico Fundamentado (Hiztegi Batu Oinarriduna)* which provides the entire evolution of an entry or subentry until it is accepted in the *Diccionario ortográfico* (orthographical dictionary) which is also available on internet (Annex 4).
2. Dictionary of Euskaltzaindia. Meanings and examples (Euskaltzaindiaren Hiztegia. Adierak eta adibideak)

It is the first monolingual dictionary in Basque which encompasses approximately 20,000 definitions and examples of the entries and subentries in the orthographic dictionary, uses the same marks as that dictionary and provides meanings and examples of the words together with some grammatical categories, and therefore provides defines some legal terms from the perspective of a general dictionary. The first edition was published in 2012 and the second edition is now being worked on (Annex 5).

[Annex 5]
Dictionary of Euskaltzaindia. Meanings and examples, 2012

Apart from these important but purely lexicographical and normative sources which guide both professionals and translators in a language, Basque, which has not tradition in specialised use of such terminology, the following terminological sources are also commonly used by notaries:

1. Glosario de términos notariales y de Derecho civil foral del País Vasco. (Glossary of notarial terminology and local law of the Basque Country)

From the point of view of specialisation in the field of the work of notaries, it is the most useful terminological source available at present,
as it covers the four factors involved in the work of notaries in the Basque Country and Navarre by covering terminology of the ordinary civil law as well as local laws and furthermore does so through a glossary which includes definitions of each of the terms together a short commentary and example, as well as tightly connecting both languages.

2. Memoria de traducción (Translation data base)

Documents drafted by notaries which have been translated over the past 25 years have been added to a translation data base through Trados. The data base can be consulted for terminology and provides a growing number of texts which in turn have given rise to bilingual precedent documents, which are very important in the day-to-day work of the notary. This data base is what is used the translation service of the Ilustre Colegio Notarial del País Vasco (Faculty of Notaries of the Basque Country — Annex 6).

[Annex 6]

Faculty of Notaries of the Basque Country

Model of last will or testament in Basque language (Basque civil law)

Model of last will or testament in Castilian language (Basque civil law)
**Model of last will or testament in basque language (Spanish civil law)**

*CARMEN HERMIA -*

* (ej, nire egolza, eta) {oko}aren {oko}aren, golako/aurreala* + ordoa eta + minutu direnan.


Bere ingurubide parametroak bere adierazpenetatik egoritako direla.

Badu, nire abarun, testamentuen egiteko behar adinak maite gaitasmea. Bere azken nahi adieratzen da, eta nolakoa, araren nahi hori istazu jasotzen dut, haren abesek jarraldiehen arabera, harrerengo kaleak bateko bat egin dezakoa.

**LEHENENGOKI.  


**HURTEGABARRI.  
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Academia Vasca de Derecho

Translation data base
3. Legal dictionaries of the Instituto de Estudios Vascos (Institute of Basque Studies) of the University of Deusto.

Over the past few years, the University of Deusto and its Law faculty, together with the Instituto Vasco de Administración Pública (Basque Public Administration Institute), have published a series of fundamental legal texts on the current legal system in the Basque Country and Navarre in Basque and Castilian. They relate to Civil Law, Company Law, and in general private law and they include analytical indexes usual in this type of publication and which are genuine terminological glossaries since they provide a term in bilingual form and its place within the legal texts. In other words, they use the legal text itself as the basis of the terminology referred to (Annex 7).

[Annex 7]
University of Deusto: Law Dictionaries
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Similarly, the University of Deusto has published a series of bilingual dictionaries with respect to different branches of the law, the most relevant for our purposes being the Vocabulario de Derecho civil – Zuzenbide Zibileko Berbategia, (Civil Law Dictionary) 2010. (Annex 8).
4. Euskalterm and the Comisión de Terminología (Terminology Commission)

Euskalterm is the public Basque terminological data base established in 2001 on the basis of the data base created by UZEI (Annex 9). It is now an essential reference point as it is in constant contact with the Terminology Commission of the Consejo Asesor del Euskera (Basque Advisory Council) since 2002. It has published a series of terminological dictionaries, including some relating to the law, although for now it has not ventured into the areas which are most relevant from a notary’s perspective (Annex 10).

Annex 9

Euskalterm data base

Annex 10

Terminological Dictionaries. Terminology Commission of the Basque Advisory Council
The Terminology Commission has furthermore published a series of guidelines on the manner of drafting terminological works in Basque (Terminologia-lanaren metodologiako eskuliburu, 2002) which are of great interest and indeed applicable in the work of the notary, and are linguistic, terminological, sociolinguistic and pragmalinguistic in nature (Annex 11).
5. The Derecho civil foral vasco (Basque Civil law) web - www.forulege.com

For some years, the Faculty of Notaries in the Basque Country which together with other professional bodies has participated in the creation of the Academia Vasca de Derecho – Zuzenbidearen Euskal Akademia (Basque Academy of Law) has promoted a bilingual web on local civil law, www.forulege.com, where one can find information on Basque civil law in Basque and Castilian, as well as bilingual precedents which prove very useful in the work of the notary. Although a specific terminological element for notaries is not yet available, the background information is very useful (Annex 12).

6. The Instituto Vasco de Administración Pública (IVAP - Basque Public Administration Institute) web and its official translation service (IZO) (Annex 13).

[Annex 12]
Basque civil law web: www.forulege.com
[Annex 13]

Basque Public Administration Institute web and its official translation service (IZO)
Although not aimed specifically at the work of notaries, the web does provide documentation useful in bilingual legal work, such as bilingual legal texts, dictionaries and a translation data base, and which is furthermore easy to Access.

7. Other resources

One worthy of note is the _euskalbar_ application which provides coordinated Access to a great deal of lexicographic resources, both monolingual and bilingual in Basque and Castilian and French. (Annex 14).

---

6. AN EVALUATION OF THESE RESOURCES IN RELATION TO PERCEIVED NEEDS

A first look suggests that the terminological resources available and of use to a bilingual notary’s office in the Basque Country and Navarre are clearly insufficient for the purpose of globally dealing with all that arises and needs to be dealt with in a bilingual Basque-Castilian context.

This insufficiency arises due to various factors, as follows:

1. The low demand for notarial documentation in Basque in the Basque Country and Navarre.

2. That fact that the use of Basque in the sphere of private law has not been as extensive as in public law, where the role of the pu-bl...
tration in the promotion of use of Basque as a co-official language has had a greater impact.

3. The terminological resources developed to date are gravely deficient. For example, the basic legislation and rules applicable to notaries (*Ley y Reglamento Notarial*), do not exist in bilingual format with an adequate analytical index which would facilitate greater coherence and certainty as regards terminology.

4. Similarly, another fundamental deficiency is the absence of a body of texts relating to the work of notaries and using material which up to know has been produced through translation, which would enable the collection, filtering and study of the legal terminology of notaries in Basque, which in turn would be the basis for completing the glossary which currently exists and thereby obtain a reliable terminological dictionary.

5. Lastly, as the specialised language used in the day-to-day work of the notary forms an integral part of legal terminology in general, a lack of precision arises, as happens with the Basque language, as a result of the absence of coordination between the different institutions responsible for linguistic standardisation, such as *Euskaltzaindia* (the Royal Academy of the Basque Language), the Terminology Commission, universities and language businesses.

7. PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVING RESOURCES AND PROVIDING NEW ONES, AND JUSTIFICATIONS FOR SAME

Proposal for improving the situation as referred to can be summarized as follows:

1. A greater degree of implication of the legal and linguistic institutions involved. There should be closer connections between the Faculties of Notaries in the Basque Country and Navarre and the Governments of the Basque Country and Navarre, the universities and businesses involved in language, with a view to regulating in a coordinated manner the bilingual terminology to be used by in both territories.
2. Coordinated efforts in the bilingual configuration of the sources used by notaries both as regards legislation applicable to notaries and precedent documents and translation and correction services used by them (by extending those already available), as well as the creation of a linguistic data base which would enable the adequate organization and development of terminology for notaries in Basque.

3. The socialization of the terminology used by notaries in Basque through courses for notaries and their staff, as well as others involved such as translators, interpreters and persons involved in linguistic standardization which would extend the contributions to the legal and linguistic work of notaries.

4.- The previous activities are connected with normative linguistic proposals of Euskaltzaindia (The Royal Academy of the Basque Language) with a view to contributing terminology from the work of notaries to the linguistic rules of Basque.

5. Lastly, an important proposal which would lead to improvement is the creation of a web on which the Basque Academy of Law (Zuzenbidearen Euskal Akademia) has been working. One of its objectives is to compile a Basque data base of the bilingual documentation generation over the past thirty years including that used by notaries while at the same time creating a data base of up-to-date legal information capable of covering the needs of bilingual legal practitioners and translators. This would be achieved through the use of all available information technology which would ensure fast and reliable access to information.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The terminological day-to-day needs of bilingual notaries’ offices in the Basque Country and Navarre are currently met through translation which in the majority of cases are from Castilian to Basque.
The notary, as a specialist and/or a linguistic and cultural mediator, is faced, when having to use technical terminology in his bilingual work, with the need to use resources which are varied and discontinuous, configured in very different ways and very time-consuming to use. Furthermore, in many cases, translation is very often sporadic and not carried out in a systematic manner, so that its terminological value is very limited.

Consequently, apart from expecting a greater degree of coordination between the different parties involved in this process, there is obviously the need for interaction between specialists in terminology and those who because of their profession are specialists in the subject, as in this case notaries, or linguistic and cultural mediators (notaries themselves, translators, interpreters or persons responsible for linguistic standardisation) who bear the onus of stimulating the normal use of Basque in the work of notaries.
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